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Tin has ten stable isotopes, providing the opportunity to investigate and discriminate nucleosynthetic
isotope anomalies from mass-dependent and mass-independent isotope fractionation. Novel protocols
for chemical separation (based on TBP-resin) and MC-ICP-MS analyses are reported here for high preci-
sion Sn isotope measurements on terrestrial rocks and chondrites. Relative to the Sn reference standard
(NIST SRM 3161a), terrestrial basalts and chondrites show isotope patterns that are consistent with mass-
dependent and mass-independent isotope fractionation processes as well as with 115Sn radiogenic
ingrowth from 115In.
Two different mass-independent isotope effects are identified, namely the nuclear volume (or nuclear

field shift) and the magnetic isotope effect. The magnetic isotope effect dominates in the two measured
ordinary chondrites, while repeated analyses of the carbonaceous chondrite Murchison (CM2) display a
pattern consistent with a nuclear volume effect. Terrestrial basalts show patterns that are compatible
with a mixture of nuclear volume and magnetic isotope effects. The ultimate origin of the isotope frac-
tionation is unclear but a fractionation induced during sample preparation seems unlikely because differ-
ent groups of chondrites show distinctly different patterns, hence pointing towards natural
geo/cosmochemical processes. Only the carbonaceous chondrite Murchison (CM2) shows a Sn isotope
pattern similar to what expected for nucleosynthetic variations. However, this pattern is better repro-
duced by nuclear volume effects. Thus, after considering mass-independent and mass-dependent effects,
we find no evidence of residual nucleosynthetic anomalies, in agreement with observations for most
other elements with similar half-mass condensation temperatures.
Most chondrites show a deficit in 115Sn/120Sn (typically �150 to �200 ppm) relative to terrestrial sam-

ples, with the exception of one ordinary chondrite that displays an excess of about +250 ppm. The
115Sn/120Sn data correlate with In/Sn, being consistent with the b� decay of 115In over the age of the solar
system. This represents the first evidence of the 115In-115Sn decay system in natural samples. The radio-
genic 115Sn signature of the BSE derives from a suprachondritic In/SnBSE, which reflects preferential par-
titioning of Sn into the Earth’s core.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Owing to analytical advances over the last two decades, isotope
variations in terrestrial and extra-terrestrial materials were
observed for numerous heavy elements. This led to the discovery
of mass-dependent and mass-independent isotope fractionation
effects, previously unexplored decay systems, and neutron capture
effects. Additionally, nucleosynthetic isotope variations were dis-
covered, reflecting variable contributions from different stellar
environments. The largest anomalies (up to tens of %) are observed
in sub-lm presolar grains (stardust). In bulk meteorites and plan-
etary bodies, nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies are much smaller,
typically in the ppm range, and are best observed for refractory ele-
ments such as Ca, Cr, Ti, Ni, Zr, Mo, Ba, and Ru (Dauphas et al., 2004,
2014; Andreasen and Sharma, 2006, 2007; Trinquier et al., 2007,
2009; Carlson et al., 2007; Qin et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010;
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Fig. 1. Nuclear charge radii R in fm (Angeli and Marinova, 2013) vs exact mass of Sn
isotopes. A stippled linear line through 116Sn and 120Sn, the two isotopes used for
mass discrimination correction, is given for reference.
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Burkhardt et al., 2011, 2019; Steele et al., 2012; Schiller et al.,
2015; Akram et al., 2015; Fischer-Gödde et al., 2015; Elfers et al.,
2018; Nielsen et al., 2019). Nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies
are usually larger in residues from acid leaching of chondrite pow-
ders due to the enrichment of presolar grains in the residues,
which are typically enriched in neutron-rich and s-process iso-
topes (e.g., Rotaru et al., 1992; Dauphas et al., 2002; Hidaka
et al., 2003; Schönbächler et al., 2005; Reisberg et al., 2009; Qin
et al., 2011; Elfers et al., 2018; Burkhardt et al., 2019). It is currently
a matter of debate to which extent nucleosynthetic isotope varia-
tions reflect heterogeneities inherited from the molecular cloud
(Dauphas et al., 2002) or whether those heterogeneities were gen-
erated by thermal processing (e.g., Trinquier et al., 2009) or sorting
within the solar system (Regelous et al., 2008; Hutchison et al.,
2022).

The half-mass condensation temperature (50% TC) of Sn was
estimated to be 704 K (Lodders, 2003) or 604 K (Wood et al.,
2019). As such it is classified as a moderately volatile element
(MVE), a group of elements with a 50% TC between 252 K and
1200 K, i.e. below the 50% TC of Mg silicates and above that of
highly volatile elements (Palme et al., 2014). In contrast to refrac-
tory elements, studies on MVE (e.g., Se, Te, Cd, and Hg) generally
report no significant nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies between
bulk meteorites and Earth (Lauretta et al., 2001; Fehr et al., 2006;
Wombacher et al., 2008; Moynier et al., 2009a; Labidi et al.,
2018; Toth et al., 2020). Similarly to what is observed on the bulk
scale, the MVE isotope composition of leachates resulted in either
no isotope anomalies (Toth et al., 2020) or variations that are close
to the analytical uncertainty (Fehr et al., 2006; Fukami and
Yokoyama, 2017). The lack of nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies
in MVE is probably best ascribed to a homogeneous gas phase
(Ek et al., 2020). However, the absence of nucleosynthetic isotope
anomalies for MVE appears at first glance surprising, given that
isotope anomalies for the most volatile elements, the noble gases,
and in particular Xe with a 50% Tc = 68 K (Lodders 2003), have been
identified early on (Reynolds and Turner, 1964). These anomalies
were later related to the s-process (Srinivasan and Anders, 1978)
and led eventually to the discovery of presolar grains (Lewis
et al., 1987). Three very recent studies (Martins et al., 2022;
Savage et al., 2022; Steller et al., 2022) have now revealed nucle-
osynthetic isotope variations for the moderately volatile element
Zn. Nucleosynthetic volatile element isotope variations like those
observed for Zn allow to evaluate the sources of volatile elements
on Earth and other terrestrial planets (Martins et al., 2022; Savage
et al., 2022; Steller et al., 2022). Since hints of nucleosynthetic iso-
tope anomalies have been proposed for Sn (Friebel et al., 2017),
further Sn isotope analyses of chondrites and terrestrial samples
are needed to evaluate whether nucleosynthetic Sn isotope varia-
tions can be well resolved and used to better understand the
homogenization of volatile element isotopes after nucleosynthesis
and the source of volatile elements to Earth.

With its magic proton number of 50, Sn shows the highest num-
ber of stable isotopes (ten) of the whole periodic table and offers
the possibility to investigate and discriminate nucleosynthetic
isotope anomalies from those introduced by mass-(in)dependent
isotope fractionation. Two Sn isotopes are synthesized only by
p-process nucleosynthesis (112Sn, 114Sn), 124Sn is only formed by
the r-process, while the other seven isotopes (115Sn, 116Sn, 117Sn,
118Sn, 119Sn, 120Sn, 122Sn) have variable contributions from the p-,
r- and s-processes. The different proportion of nucleosynthetic pro-
cesses and the large number of Sn isotopes makes this element a
perfect candidate to extend the search for nucleosynthetic isotope
anomalies for moderately volatile elements. In their pioneering
TIMS work, De Laeter and Jeffery (1965) searched for nucleosyn-
thetic Sn isotope anomalies in iron meteorites. Later, Loss et al.
(1990) analyzed acid leachates from the CV3 Allende meteorite
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and only recently Friebel et al. (2020) published bulk data for the
CV3 chondrite Allende using MC-ICP-MS. None of these studies
reported significant Sn isotope variations even if evidence of Sn
nucleosynthetic isotope variations in bulk and acid leachates of
CM and CR chondrites have been presented by Friebel et al.
(2017). Nevertheless, there is a clear need for a systematic study
on different chondrites with state of the art techniques.

The unequivocal identification of small nucleosynthetic isotopic
anomalies can be hampered by stable isotope fractionation. These
processes can be natural or induced during sample preparation and
consist of mass-dependent isotope fractionation (MDF) and mass-
independent isotope fractionation (MIF) (e.g., Wiederhold, 2015 for
an overview). Mass-dependent isotope fractionation can induce
apparent isotope anomalies if not accurately corrected for by the
mass fractionation law used for instrumental mass discrimination
correction (e.g., Esat et al., 1986; Wombacher et al., 2004). For
example, kinetic isotope separation is described by the kinetic
law (which is identical to the exponential law used for instrumen-
tal mass discrimination), while equilibrium isotope partitioning
follows the equilibrium law (Young et al., 2002). The role of MIF
in extraterrestrial material is debated and poorly understood
(e.g., Moynier et al., 2013; Dauphas and Schauble, 2016). For the
heavy elements, MIF typically fractionates odd from even isotopes,
either due to magnetic isotope or nuclear volume effects. MIF in
the form of nuclear volume effects are especially pronounced for
heavy elements such as Hg, Tl, and U, while the magnetic isotope
effect was mainly described for Hg (e.g., Wiederhold, 2015).

The magnetic isotope effect (also called nuclear spin isotope
effect) distinguishes between isotopes with or without nuclear
spin (Epov, 2011; Epov et al., 2011; Buchachenko, 2018 for
reviews). Magnetic isotope effects result from hyperfine coupling
between the non-zero nuclear spins of odd nuclei and the magnetic
moments of electrons during kinetic reactions (Buchachenko,
2013) and therefore selectively distinguish between isotopes of
odd and even mass numbers.

Nuclear volume (or nuclear field shift) effects depend on
nuclear volumes (or charge radii) that typically increase with neu-
tron numbers as shown for Sn isotopes in Fig. 1 (Bigeleisen, 1996;
Fujii et al., 2006; Schauble, 2007). Since the proton and neutron
arrangement is relatively more compact in odd isotopes, a nuclear
volume effect is usually best observed when odd and even isotopes
are compared. For Sn, however, nuclear volume effects are also
predicted for even/even isotopes, especially for neutron-poor and
neutron-rich even isotopes (Fig. 1). While nuclear volume effects
are expected to be more significant for heavier elements, sub-
permil isotope fractionation can still be expected for mid-mass ele-
ments like Sn (Schauble, 2013). Nuclear volume effects result from
redox changes and are especially pronounced when electrons from
the s-orbital are involved (Dauphas and Schauble, 2016), like
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between Sn2+ and Sn4+. Nuclides with larger nuclear radii preferen-
tially partition into phases containing Sn4+ (Schauble, 2013). Simi-
larly, during mass-dependent equilibrium isotope partitioning,
heavy isotopes partition preferentially into stiffer bonds
(Schauble, 2004; Polyakov et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2021a), i.e.
those involving Sn4+. Therefore, nuclear volume and mass-
dependent equilibrium isotope partitioning act in a similar fashion,
resulting in tetravalent Sn being enriched in the higher masses (i.e.,
heavier and with larger nuclear radii). As a consequence, stable iso-
tope effects (d120/116Sn) are expected to shift towards the same
direction when affected by redox-related equilibrium MDF and
nuclear volume effects. With temperature the overall extent of
equilibrium MDF and nuclear volume effects decreases, while the
contribution of nuclear volume effects relative to equilibrium
MDF is expected to increase (Schauble, 2007, 2013).

The pattern of nuclear volume effects can mimic those expected
for nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies (Dauphas and Schauble,
2016) and have been proposed as alternative explanations to a
nucleosynthetic origin of isotope anomalies in extraterrestrial
materials (Fujii et al., 2006; Moynier et al., 2009a, 2013). As such,
it is often difficult to unequivocally identify nucleosynthetic
anomalies, especially when they are close to the analytical uncer-
tainty (e.g., see the debate about Te nucleosynthetic anomalies in
Fehr et al., 2006, 2009; Moynier et al., 2009a). Interestingly, in
the case of Sn, the great number of isotopes and the large mass dif-
ference (10.7%) allows to distinguish between MIF, MDF, and
nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies. Indeed, each process displays
a unique Sn isotope pattern, which also permits the discrimination
between different MIF processes. After experiments, MIF processes
have been proposed to fractionate odd from even isotopes up to
1‰ and 5‰, for nuclear volume (Malinovskiy et al., 2009) and
magnetic isotope effects (Moynier et al., 2009b), respectively. With
sufficient analytical precision, the two processes can be distin-
guished on the basis of the even isotopes, which are affected by
nuclear volume, but not by magnetic isotope effects.

Another interesting feature of Sn isotopes is the 115In-115Sn
decay system. However, the radiogenic ingrowth of 115Sn from
115In (b� decay; half-life 4.41 � 1014 a, Pfeiffer et al., 1979) has
never been observed in natural samples. Even if its applications
are limited by its very long half-life, the 115In-115Sn decay system
represents a potentially unexplored tool for dating geo-/
cosmochemical processes that fractionate In from Sn, for example
during early solar system processes. In particular, the In mass frac-
tion of the BSE has been a topic of debate due to its apparent over-
abundance relative to other similarly volatile elements, resulting in
suprachondritic In/SnBSE (Witt-Eickschen et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2016; Norris and Wood, 2017; Braukmüller et al., 2019). Since
the present day 115Sn/120Sn of a given reservoir reflects its time
integrated In/Sn ratio, the difference in 115Sn/120Sn between the
BSE and chondrites can provide an independent estimate of the
In/SnBSE.

In this study, we present a new analytical protocol for the
chemical separation and purification of Sn and the measurement
of its isotope composition. Results on terrestrial materials and
chondrites are discussed after modelling possible effects of MDF
and MIF processes. Furthermore, we provide the first evidence of
the 115In-115Sn decay system in natural samples.
2. Samples, methods and analytical strategies

Four terrestrial samples and 12 chondrite samples were ana-
lyzed throughout this study. Terrestrial samples include three
intraplate basalts from La Palma (LP1, Kurzweil et al., 2019), Bul-
garia (BG 49, Kirchenbaur et al., 2012) and Hawaii (BHVO-2, USGS
Reference Materials Program) and one shale (TW50, Wombacher
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and Rehkämper, 2003). The investigated chondrites are eight car-
bonaceous chondrites (CV, CO, CM, CK), two ordinary chondrites,
one enstatite chondrite, and one Rumuruti chondrite. The analysed
chondrites are falls (CV3 Allende, CO 3.8 Isna, CO Kainsaz, CM2
Murchison, and LL3.4 Chainpur), desert finds (CV3 NWA 3118,
CV3 Acfer 082, CO3 Dar al Gani 067, R3.9 NWA 753, H3.4 Roo-
sevelt) and Antarctic finds (CK ALH 85002 and EL3 MAC 88136).
After removing fusion crust and weathered surfaces, chondrite
samples were milled with a Fritsch Pulverisette 23. For carbona-
ceous chondrites, it has been shown that weathering does not sig-
nificantly affect Sn (Braukmüller et al., 2018). However, since we
cannot exclude a priori an effect of weathering, samples were
selected to minimize such a risk. For instance, both Antactic finds
are weathering grade A, and, according to the Meteoritical Bulletin,
CV3 NWA 3118 has ‘‘low weathering grade” and R3.9 NWA 753 has
weathering grade W2 ‘‘making it one of the freshest Rumuruti
chondrites”. Indium and Sn mass fractions of chondrites were
determined using two different methods. Some of the In and Sn
mass fractions were determined by isotope dilution ICP-MS
(Braukmüller et al., 2020), while the remaining data were obtained
with conventional ICP-MS measurements at the Universität zu
Köln using an iCAP Q ICP-MS in combination with a PFA nebulizer
and spray chamber. Conventional ICP-MS measurements were per-
formed by external calibration to multi-element chondrite calibra-
tion solutions (Braukmüller et al., 2018) using Rh as an internal
standard.

2.1. Testing Sn loss in different acid media

Procedures for sample digestion and purification of Sn have to
take into account possible Sn loss due to volatilization and precip-
itation of insoluble Sn phases due to oxidation. Moreover, in order
to ensure a consistent chemical behavior, it is important that Sn is
only present in the 4+ oxidation state, avoiding the formation of
reduced Sn2+ species. At strongly oxidizing conditions, Sn forms
SnO2 (cassiterite), which is extremely difficult to (re)-dissolve
(Yamazaki et al., 2013). Volatile loss of Sn into the gas phase can
also occur during dry down steps (boiling point of SnCl4 = 114 �C)
. To test which conditions in the laboratory can diminish the recov-
ery of Sn, we performed evaporation tests in different acid media
(HCl, HNO3, HCl + HNO3, HClO4), temperatures (90, 110, 140,
180 �C), and matrices (i.e., without matrix, artificial matrix with
selected elements, basaltic matrix). Our tests, described and dis-
cussed in the Supplementary material, indicate that drying down
HNO3 solutions with only Sn can result in Sn loss. In contrast, solu-
tions containing an artificial matrix or a basaltic matrix along with
Sn, did not result in Sn loss. For this reason, HF was always added
before evaporating the Sn solutions eluted in HNO3 from the
exchange resins.

2.2. Sample digestion

Acids used (HCl, HF, HNO3) were purified in PFA distills and HCl
was further purified using anion exchange chromatography
(Kirchenbaur et al., 2018; Braukmüller et al., 2020). Up to
200 mg of sample powder were dissolved in 15 ml PTFE beakers,
using up to 8 ml of an 1:1 mixture of HNO3 (14 M) and HF
(24 M). In the case of meteorite samples, this digestion step was
performed in Parr pressure digestion vessels, which were placed
inside an oven at 180 �C for at least 2 days. Since basalts are gen-
erally devoid of phases that require high pressure digestion, sam-
ples LP1, BG49, and BHVO-2 were dissolved in closed 15 ml PFA
beakers placed on a hotplate at 120 �C for at least two days. After
the HF-HNO3 digestion, sample solutions were dried down (80–
100 �C) and treated three times with 14 M HNO3 to remove resid-
ual fluorides: twice adding 1 ml 14 M HNO3 and evaporating
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directly, and once adding about 5 ml 14 M HNO3 and leaving the
beakers closed overnight on the hotplate at >100 �C or, in the case
of meteorites, in Parr pressure vessels at 180 �C in an oven. After
evaporating the HNO3 (80–100 �C), sample solutions were dried
down two more times with 14 M HNO3 before converting the sam-
ple cations into the chloride form using 6 ml 6 M HCl. At this stage
the sample solution was clear with no visible solid residue. Sam-
ples were then dried down once more and re-dissolved for ion
exchange chromatography. Additional digestions of terrestrial
samples were performed with larger amounts of powders (up to
2.5 g) following a similar procedure but using 60 ml PTFE vials
and increasing the volume of reagents. importantly, to minimize
Sn loss, every evaporation step was performed at <110 �C and bea-
kers were removed from the hotplate shortly after reaching
dryness.

2.3. Chemical separation

The chemical separation was performed in two steps. The first
step employs an anion exchange column chromatography modi-
fied after Wang et al. (2017). The samples were loaded in 0.4 M
HCl onto 2 ml Bio-Rad polypropylene columns filled with 2 ml of
Bio-Rad AG1-X8 (200–400 mesh) anion exchange resin. Matrix ele-
ments were then eluted with 0.4 M HCl, before collecting Sn in
0.5 M HNO3. The volume of acid used for loading (1–4 ml) and elut-
ing the matrix (30–40 ml) varied depending on the sample size.
Some samples were loaded in 1 M HCl, instead of 0.4 M HCl, similar
to the procedure of Friebel et al. (2020) and collected in 1 M HNO3

(Asai et al., 2013). These modifications were done after some sam-
ples yielded a poor Sn recovery (50–70%). However, the changes
did not show a significant improvement as they sometimes also
resulted in erratic low yields. The typical procedure for 200 mg
samples is described in Table 1, and an elution curve obtained from
a basalt sample passed through the anion exchange resin is
reported in Supplementary Fig. S2A. After collecting the Sn cut,
0.1 ml of 24 M HF was immediately added into the beaker to avoid
possible Sn precipitation (Yamazaki et al., 2013). The solution was
subsequently dried down and treated twice with 0.1 ml of a H2O2-
HNO3-HF mixture (5:10:1) to attack organics eluted from the resin.

The second step of the chemical separation makes use of the
TBP resin that has been recently developed by Triskem. It is based
on tributyl phosphate (TBP), which shows a strong affinity for Sn
Table 1
Column chemistry separation used for the purification of Sn.

2 ml AG1-X8 in 2 ml BioRad column

reagent volume (ml)

Cleaning 8 M HCl 10
H2O 10
0.5 M HNO3 10
H2O 10
0.4 M HCl 10

Conditioning 0.4 M HCl 6

Sample loading 0.4 M HCl 4
0.4 M HCl 5 + 5 + 10
0.4 M HCl 5 + 5

Collecting 0.5 M HNO3 3 � 4.7

Cleaning 0.5 M HF 10
H2O 10
0.5 M HNO3 10
H2O 10
8 M HCl 10
0.5 M HCl 10
H2O 10

The reported procedure is optimized for 200 mg samples. If larger samples were proces
sometimes repeated twice in order to improve the separation of Sn from interfering ele
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(Akaza and Yata, 1983). To our knowledge, this represents the first
application in geo-/cosmochemistry of this particular resin. The
TBP resin protocol used in this study is based on Dirks et al.
(2014) and the elution curve obtained from a multielement solu-
tion is reported in Supplementary Fig. S2B. Additional tests per-
formed on TBP resin are reported in the Supplementary material
along with a comparison between TBP and TRU-spec, which is
commonly used for Sn separation (e.g., Yamazaki et al., 2013;
Creech et al., 2017; Kirchenbaur et al., 2018; Friebel et al., 2020).
Custom made columns (from 1 ml PE Pasteur pipettes) were filled
with 0.8 ml TBP resin on top of 0.2 ml Triskem pre-filter material.
Samples were loaded in 2 ml 2 M HCl. Most matrix elements were
not retained on the resin and were washed out in 2 M HCl, while Sn
was eluted subsequently in 0.1 M HCl. In some tests, Sn eluted ear-
lier than expected, similar to what was observed by Andris and
Beňa (2016). In order to minimize any Sn loss, the intermediate
step in 1 M HCl proposed by Dirks et al. (2014) was skipped and
the 2 M HCl matrix elution was reduced to only 10 ml. The most
critical interfering elements Cd, In, and Te were efficiently removed
during the TBP resin step, but traces of these elements were some-
times detected by quadrupole ICP-MS in the final Sn cut. The occur-
rence of these elements was possibly due to the limited amount of
2 M HCl used before collecting Sn. To overcome this issue, in some
cases, the TBP resin procedure was repeated a second time. The
final Sn cut was then dried down and treated twice with 0.1 ml
of H2O2-HNO3-HF mixture (5:10:1) and re-dissolved in a 0.56 M
HNO3-0.24 M HF solution for mass spectrometry.

Three full procedural blanks yielded 0.4 to 0.6 ng of Sn. Since
each sample contains at least 100 ng of Sn, any blank contribution
was negligible. Full procedural yields of samples larger than
200 mg were relatively low (especially for LP1), with an average
of 67%, while typical samples of maximum ca. 200 mg resulted in
higher yields, with an average of about 80%.

2.4. Mass spectrometry

Samples were measured with a Thermo Scientific Neptune Plus
MC-ICP-MS at the Universität zu Köln. Sample solutions were
introduced using a Cetac Aridus II membrane desolvating system
in combination with a Cetac C-Flow (100 ll/min flow rate) or an
ESI MicroFlow PFA-100 nebulizer. For all measurements, standard
Ni sample and H skimmer cones were used. Standard and sample
0.8 ml of TBP resin and 0.2 ml Eichrom Pre-filter material in 1 ml PE Pasteur
pipette

reagent volume (ml)

Cleaning 0.1 M HCl 7
2 M HCl 7
0.1 M HCl 7

Conditioning 2 M HCl 2 � 2

Sample loading 2 M HCl 2
2 M HCl 4
2 M HCl 3 � 2

Collecting 0.1 M HCl 4 � 1

Cleaning 0.5 M HNO3 7
H2O 7
0.1 M HCl 7

sed, the volume loaded onto the first column was increased. The second step was
ments.
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solutions were analyzed at 75 or 50 ng/ml, with signal intensities
on 120Sn between 8 and 17 V. The number of collectors on the
MC-ICP-MS instrument is limited to nine. In order to collect signals
for every Sn isotope and the additional masses for interference cor-
rection, samples were analyzed in separate analytical sessions
using two different collector configurations (Fig. 2). One configura-
tion (L) was used to collect the signals from the lower mass iso-
topes of Sn (112, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 120) and that of m/z
111 and 113 to monitor Cd and In isobaric interferences, respec-
tively. In the second configuration (H), the six heavier isotopes of
Sn (117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 124) were measured along with
125Te and 126Te to monitor interferences from Te isobars. In both
configurations, Sn isotopes were measured using amplifiers with
1011 X resistors, with the exception of 120Sn, where a 1010 X resis-
tor was used in the first analytical sessions. For Cd, In, and Te inter-
ference monitors, 1013 X resistors were applied. Each
measurement consists of 60 cycles with 4 s integration times each.
The ion current signals were corrected for the amplifier gain and
electronic baselines (1200 s), which were taken before each mea-
surement session, whereby the baseline was determined about
one hour after the gain calibration to make sure that no residual
gain signal was collected with 1013 X resistors in place. The instru-
mental mass discrimination was corrected using the exponential
law and internal normalization to 116Sn/120Sn = 0.4460 (Devillers
et al., 1983). The Sn isotope ratios are reported in the l-notation,
representing the average parts-per-million deviations relative to
the NIST SRM 3161a standard solution, which was measured
before and after each sample (standard-sample bracketing
technique):

l1xx=120SnSRM3161a ¼ 106 � R1xx=120

RSRM3161a
1xx=120

� 1

 !
ð1Þ

whereby 1XX indicates Sn isotopes in the numerator. For simplicity
and due to the consistent denominator (120Sn) and reference stan-
dard (NIST SRM 3161a), the expression l 1xx/120SnSRM 3161a is later
replaced by l1xxSn. In addition, the d-notation is adopted to
estimate stable isotope fractionation. It refers to the offset in the
120Sn/116Sn of the samples relative to the average of the bracketing
NIST SRM 3161a values and it is expressed as:

d120=116SnSRM3161a ¼ 103 � R120=116

RSRM3161a
120=116

� 1

 !
ð2Þ

Samples were accurately diluted to match the signal of the sam-
ples to that of the bracketing NIST SRM 3161a standard solution to
within 10%. After each analysis, a rinse solution (0.56 M HNO3-
Fig. 2. Relative abundances (%) of isotopes in the mass range of Sn and measured masses
heavy masses (H). The figure illustrates the axial positions of each measured mass and
processes for Sn isotopes.
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0.24 M HF) was aspired for four minutes. On-peak baselines were
taken before each analysis to monitor the background evolution.
The Sn background increased during each analytical session but
it never exceeded a signal intensity of 15 mV on 120Sn. The back-
ground signals show relative intensities that resembles the isotopic
composition of Sn, therefore excluding significant contribution
from polyatomic interferences formed in the plasma such as
40Ar3+ (m/z = 120). Since measurements were performed with a
120Sn signal between 8 and 17 V, any contribution of the back-
ground signal is negligible and no correction was applied. As
238U2+ can interference on 119Sn, U was monitored, resulting in
U2+/U = 0.4%. The generation of Sn oxides (i.e. SnO/Sn) was <0.1%.
2.5. Interference correction

The 120, 122, and 124 m/z signals require a Te interference cor-
rection. Two Te isotopes were monitored during the analyses:
126Te is more abundant (18.8%) than 125Te (7.07%) but m/z 126
coincides with a minor isotope of Xe (0.09%), which could be pre-
sent as an impurity in the Ar supply. Mass scans performed in
‘‘rinse” solutions show no signal on m/z 126 but a peak on m/z
125. This testifies the lack of a significant Xe interference on m/z
126 but also the occurrence of an unknown interference on m/z
125, which was also observed by Wang et al. (2017) and Friebel
et al. (2020). Friebel et al. (2020) concluded that the source was
124SnH+, but in our cases a hydride origin can be excluded as the
corresponding ion beam signals were not observed on m/z 121
(120SnH+) or 123 (122SnH+). Wang et al. (2017) did not speculate
on the origin of such an interference but stated that it was ‘‘an
unknown constantly formed molecule”. Our observations sug-
gested that the extent of the interference is influenced by the N2

gas flow of the Aridus II. In particular, the interference appears
above a certain value of N2. Therefore, during each analytical ses-
sion, the N2 gas flow was tuned to minimize the interference on
125Te and potentially additional interferences that could directly
affect Sn isotope signals. In fact, it is not possible to exclude the
presence of similar interferences on Sn isotope masses due to the
inability of fully washing out the Sn signal. The Te contribution
on m/z 120, 122, 124 is estimated from 125Te or 126Te and using
the 118Sn/120Sn ratio (not corrected for 120Te) to mimic the instru-
mental mass discrimination on Te isotope ratios. The difference
between the corrections performed with 125Te or 126Te are mostly
within the analytical uncertainty. The reliability of the Te interfer-
ence correction was checked using a Sn solution doped with Te.
The results of these tests, which were performed in four different
analytical sessions, are reported in Supplementary Fig. S3. At least
. Two distinct collector configurations are used, one for light masses (L), and one for
the type of resistor used at the amplifiers. The top line reports the nucleosynthetic
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up to 126Te/120Sn = 0.002 there is no evidence for inaccurate Te
interference corrections on 122Sn/120Sn and 124Sn/120Sn. As seen
from Supplementary Fig. S3, Te corrections performed with 125Te
are mostly indistinguishable from that obtained with 126Te. In
order to avoid any possible issue due to the unknown interference
on mass 125, data are reported using the correction based on 126Te.
As mentioned earlier, mass scans of ‘‘rinse solutions” did not reveal
a signal on m/z 126, attesting the lack of significant signals of the
two similar abundant 126Xe and 124Xe isotopes. Significant effects
of 124Xe interferences are also excluded by the similar 124Sn/120Sn
measured in 50 and 75 ppb bracketing NIST SRM 3161 solutions
during the same analytical session. This is because the 124Xe inter-
ference, which is constant, would have a larger effect on the smal-
ler Sn signal. Moreover, since the signals of the bracketing NIST
SRM 3161 and that of the samples was always matched between
10%, at least 90% of any residual 124Xe contribution is cancelled
by the sample/standard technique. For the above reasons, we con-
sidered Xe interferences negligible.

The signals for 112Sn, 114Sn, and 116Sn, suffer from Cd isobaric
interferences. Cadmium contribution on these ion beams are cal-
culated using the 111Cd signal and assuming a mass bias based on
the measured 118Sn/120Sn ratio. NIST SRM 3161a solutions doped
with variable amounts of Cd show that this correction is reliable
up to 111Cd/120Sn = 0.0002 (Supplementary Fig. S3). The least
abundant isotope of Sn, 115Sn (0.34%), is affected by the isobaric
interference of 115In (abundance of 96%). In addition, 113In, which
is used to monitor the In signal, is in turn affected by the interfer-
ence from 113Cd. Therefore, a quantitative In interference correc-
tion on the 115Sn signal is challenging. As observed by Friebel
et al. (2020), the uncertainty on the 115Sn/120Sn ratio is strongly
influenced by the In interference correction. The main reason
resides in the much larger abundance of 115In relative to 113In
(115In/113In = ca. 22). Thus, any uncertainty associated with the
113In signal is amplified ca. 22 times. The 113In correction was
tested with Sn NIST SRM 3161a standard solutions doped with
variable concentrations of Cd and In, including also solutions with
both In and Cd. As observed in Supplementary Fig. S3, solutions
doped with Cd do not show variations from the reference
115Sn/120Sn up to 111Cd/120Sn = 0.0001. A similar limit for In
doped solutions can be set at 113In/120Sn = 0.00001. Solutions
doped with both In and Cd provide the opportunity to test the
In correction in more realistic conditions, i.e. in samples contain-
ing different proportions of both elements. The two solutions hav-
ing 111Cd/120Sn and 113In/120Sn below the limits defined by Cd-Sn
and In-Sn solutions do not deviate from the reference values
(Supplementary Fig. S3). The other four solutions that have higher
111Cd/120Sn and 113In/120Sn show deviations that are similar or
lower than those observed in solutions doped with only Cd or
In. Therefore, the limits on 111Cd/120Sn and 113In/120Sn defined
by In-Sn and Cd-Sn solutions are expected to be applicable to
conditions where both Cd and In are present, but below we will
report additional problems related to Cd and In interference cor-
rections on 115Sn for real samples.
3. Results

During each analytical session, after mass discrimination cor-
rection the bracketing NIST SRM 3161a solution shows variations
(2RSD) of 39–87 ppm for 112Sn/120Sn, 33–75 ppm for 114Sn/120Sn,
61–119 ppm for 115Sn/120Sn, 9–17 ppm for 117Sn/120Sn, 6–
14 ppm for 118Sn/120Sn, 8–27 ppm for 119Sn/120Sn, 15–36 ppm for
122Sn/120Sn, and 18–89 ppm for 124Sn/120Sn. With the exception
of l115Sn, single sample measurements of l1xxSn show < 90 ppm
variation from the bracketing NIST SRM 3161a solution. Replicate
analyses of LP1 can be used to estimate the intermediate precision
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(often referred as external reproducibility) of the method. Multiple
digestions and measurements of LP1 yielded a 2SD of 54 ppm for
l112Sn, 68 ppm for l114Sn, 101 ppm for l115Sn (uncorrected for
In interference, while on the corrected l115Sn the 2SD is
516 ppm), 16 ppm for l117Sn, 11 ppm for l118Sn, 15 ppm for
l119Sn, 20 ppm for l122Sn, and 29 ppm for l124Sn (Table 2). These
2SD are used to estimate the uncertainty for single measurements,
i.e. for samples that were measured only once. The averages of
samples that were analysed multiple times are better constrained
and their uncertainty is estimated dividing the 2SD intermediate
precision obtained from LP1 by the square root of n, where n is
number of available measurements. In addition, when at least four
sample measurements are available, we also estimate the Student-
t 95% confidence interval (Table 2 and Table 3, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). In
the figures and in the text we use both uncertainty estimates and
we consider significant only variations that are larger than both
estimates (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

The isotope composition of NIST SRM 3161a processed through
chemical separation (total Sn = 400 ng) and doped procedural
blanks (100 ng of NIST SRM 3161a added after the chemical sepa-
ration) are indistinguishable from the unprocessed NIST SRM
3161a solution (Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Fig. S4).

The three terrestrial basalts (LP1, BG49, BHVO-2) show similar
average isotope patterns. For example, LP1 has negative l117Sn
(�13 ± 3), l119Sn (�15 ± 2), l122Sn (�7 ± 3), and l124Sn
(�14 ± 5) relative to NIST SRM 3161a (Table 2, Fig. 3). The shale
TW50 shows average values that deviate by <5 l1xxSn and overlap
with NIST SRM 3161a within analytical uncertainty.

A more complex picture emerges from the average isotope pat-
terns of different chondrites (Table 3, Fig. 4). Regarding l117Sn and
l119Sn, negative shifts are observed for OC and CM chondrites
(�-20), while CV and CO resulted in smaller deviations from the
bracketing solution that cannot be considered significant with
the exception of l117Sn in CV chondrites, which yielded
+31 ± 27. However, this is due to three samples (two digestions
of Allende and one of NWA 3118) that yielded unusually high
l117Sn, between +75 and + 85. Without these three samples, the
average l117Sn of CV chondrites decreases to +6 ± 8, which is sim-
ilar to that of l119Sn (+5 ± 4) and it overlaps with the composition
of NIST SRM 3161a. Unlike terrestrial basalts, chondrites with neg-
ative l117Sn and l119Sn do not always show similar offsets in
l122Sn and l124Sn. In fact, OC show the most negative anomaly
in l117Sn and l119Sn but no clear anomaly in l122Sn and l124Sn
(although one measurement of Roosevelt yielded negative l122Sn
and l124Sn). In contrast, Murchison (CM2), which also has negative
l117Sn and l119Sn, yielded the most negative average l122Sn and
l124Sn. No clear offset from NIST SRM 3161a is observed in
l122Sn and l124Sn for CV and CO chondrites. Only one sample
was processed for Rumuruti-type, Enstatite and CK chondrites,
respectively. The latter two do not show clear anomalies. The
Rumuruti-type chondrite, however, displays some of the largest
variations recorded in our dataset, with a U-shaped isotope pat-
tern, characterized by the highest measured l112Sn, l122Sn and
l124Sn and slightly negative l117Sn and l119Sn.

The 115Sn data requires additional considerations concerning
the interference correction. In Fig. 5A, the In-corrected (open sym-
bols) and In-uncorrected (filled symbols) l115Sn values for terres-
trial rocks and NIST SRM 3161a are plotted against the 113Cd
corrected 113In/120Sn signal. In terrestrial samples, the In-
corrected l115Sn show larger scatter and some bias towards higher
values in comparison to the uncorrected ones (Fig. 5B–C). For LP1,
the estimated intermediate precision (or external reproducibility)
is 516 ppm on In-corrected l115Sn and 101 ppm for the In-
uncorrected l115Sn. Friebel et al. (2020) also reported high uncer-
tainty for In corrected 115Sn measurements and decided to use In-
uncorrected data. The reliability of In-uncorrected data was
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assessed by the similar results obtained on chemically processed
Sn reference solutions and rock samples. Likewise, in our case
the two measurements of chemically processed NIST SRM 3161a
yielded In-uncorrected l115Sn undistinguishable from the bracket-
ing NIST SRM 3161a and the four terrestrial rocks (Fig. 5, Supple-
mentary Table S1). In other words, In-uncorrected data do not
seem to be affected by 115In interferences because different terres-
trial samples and chemically processed NIST SRM 3161a show con-
sistent results, which are similar to that of the bracketing solution.
In order to further evaluate the possible occurrence of 115In inter-
ference we consider the measured 113In/120Sn. Due to the isobaric
interference of 115In on 115Sn, a correlation between 113In/120Sn
and l115Sn is expected for the In-uncorrected values. However,
regardless of 113In/120Sn, In-uncorrected l115Sn values scatter
around zero and do not plot along the expected trend (dotted line
in Fig. 5A). This affirms that, at the scale of the precision of the
method, the majority of the samples show a negligible contribution
of 115In on m/z 115, regardless of 113In/120Sn. The lack of evidence
for 115In interference, confirms that the In correction is not needed
and that In-uncorrected data are reliable. However, this implies
also that the 113In/120Sn might be sometimes overestimated. The
reasons are not clear but, since the 113 m/z signal is dominated
by 113Cd (Supplementary Table S1) and 113In seems to be minor,
the Cd interference correction on the 113 m/z signal might not
be accurate enough, even though Cd/Sn is always below the
threshold of 111Cd/120Sn = 0.0001 defined above. Possible reasons
include (i) the wrong determination (or drift) of the amplifier gains
or baselines on m/z 111 and/or 113, (ii) the presence of Cd (or In)
with an isotope composition different to what is assumed, (iii) an
unknown interference on m/z 113. Regarding In-corrected l115Sn
data, it can also be noted that they trend towards positive values
(Fig. 5A–C). This is likely related to the problems in correctly esti-
mating 113In/120Sn but a proper evaluation is further complicated
by the fact that the 115In correction, when used, was also applied
to the bracketing solution. Regardless, In-uncorrected l115Sn data
seem to be robust, not being significantly affected by 115In signals
as attested by the lack of correlation with 113In/120Sn (113Cd cor-
rected) (Fig. 5A). Therefore, hereafter only 115In uncorrected data
are discussed.

Pooled measurements of terrestrial samples yielded l115Sn val-
ues indistinguishable (LP1: 8 ± 25 2 s.e.; TW50: 50 ± 58) or slightly
lower (BG49: �27 ± 19) than the bracketing NIST SRM 3161a
(Fig. 5D and Table 2). Chondrites clearly point towards lower
l115Sn. Most of the carbonaceous chondrites show negative
l115Sn, resulting on an average l115Sn �158 ± 38 (2 s.e.). The
LL3.4 ordinary chondrite Chainpur resulted in the highest l115Sn
(+279 ± 101), while the two measurements of the H3.4 Roosevelt
yielded a negative l115Sn similar to that of carbonaceous chon-
drites and the only measured Rumuruti and enstatite chondrites
(Fig. 5D).

In Table 2 and Table 3 we also report mass-dependent
120Sn/116Sn variations (i.e. uncorrected for mass bias) measured
between samples and the bracketing NIST SRM 3161a solution as
d120/116Sn. Overall, d120/116Sn sample data scatter around zero with
an uncertainty for single measurements of ± 0.6 as estimated from
the 2SD of replicate measurements of LP1. A notable exception is
represented by the Rumuruti chondrite NWA 753, which yielded
d120/116Sn = �2.0 ± 0.6 in both measurements (H and L mass
configurations).

Regarding In and Sn mass fractions, the differences between
isotope dilution and conventional ICP-MS data are smaller than
10% (Supplementary Table S2). Similar variations are also observed
within replicate digestions, most likely mainly reflecting hetero-
geneity of the sample powders. Overall, Sn shows a limited range
in mass fractions in the analyzed chondrites, varying between
0.44 and 1.04 lg/g. A larger spread is observed for In mass fractions



Table 3
Tin isotope data of chondrites.

sample l 112Sn l 114Sn l 115Sn l 115Sn l 117Sn l 118Sn l 118Sn l 118Sn l 119Sn l 119Sn l 119Sn l 122Sn l 124Sn d120Sn/116Sn d120Sn/116Sn d120Sn/116Sn
type weight

(mg)

115In
uncorr.

115In
corr.

L config. H config. avg L config. H config. avg L config. H config. avg

uncertainty single measurement ± 54 ± 68 ± 101 ± 516 ± 16 ± 9 ± 12 ± 13 ± 17 ± 20 ± 29 ± 0.6 ± 0.6
Allende CV3 396 27 31 �133 �168 4 6 1 3 4 0 2 0 �8 �0.2 0.1 0.0
Allende (r) CV3 396 �16 34 �152 �62 9 9 5 5 �0.1 �0.1
Allende CV3 201 �26 32 �36 292 14 17 6 11 10 14 12 19 3 0.0 �0.1 0.0
Allende CV3 201 �2 �1 �1 0 0 7 1 0.3 0.3
Allende CV3 201 33 10 1 13 �2 5 16 9 12 7 3 0.7 0.5 0.6 *
Allende CV3 200 18 4 �106 85 13 6 10 3 1 2 4 �9 0.0 �0.1 0.0 **

Allende CV3 200 8 �58 �149 79 �7 2 �3 �10 �7 �9 13 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 **

Allende CV3 200 �4 �16 �165 �152 19 1 7 4 10 0 5 �6 �25 0.1 0.2 0.1
NWA 3118 CV3 399 3 �17 �171 �131 75 1 �1 0 4 �1 1 34 19 �0.6 �0.8 �0.7
Acfer 082 CV3 346 �15 18 12 354 3 2 4 3 1 �10 �5 0 11 �0.6 �0.6 �0.6
CV avg 3 ± 15 4 ± 22 �112 ± 52 22 ± 227 31 ± 27 6 ± 5 2 ± 3 4 ± 3 5 ± 5 1 ± 5 3 ± 1 9 ± 9 0 ± 9 �0.1 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.3 �0.1 ± 0.2
CV selected avg 0 ± 24 18 ± 19 �95 ± 87 53 ± 279 6 ± 8 8 ± 6 2 ± 4 5 ± 3 8 ± 5 2 ± 8 5 ± 2 4 ± 8 �2 ± 12 0.0 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.4 0.0 ± 0.2

ALH85002 CK 350 6 7 �256 132 �9 �5 �13 �9 5 1 3 9 13 �0.3 �0.6 �0.5

Isna CO3.8 408 �5 �14 �186 173 �4 4 5 5 �2 5 1 �1 �1 0.2 0.0 0.1
Dar al Gani 067 CO3 404 �12 �34 �259 55 �5 11 4 7 �10 �10 �10 �3 5 0.0 �0.3 �0.1
Kainzas CO 196 45 91 �79 �883 �2 0 5 2 �10 4 �3 �3 �11 �0.3 �0.3 �0.3
Kainzas CO 199 �6 60 �158 248 �3 �5 0 �2 �9 6 �2 3 18 0.2 0.2 0.2
CO avg 5 ± 23 6 ± 23 7 ± 23 8 ± 23 9 ± 23 10 ± 23 11 ± 23 12 ± 23 13 ± 23 14 ± 23 15 ± 23 16 ± 23 17 ± 23 18 ± 23 19 ± 23 20 ± 23

Murchison CM2 200 �41 46 �255 �326 �13 0 2 1 �24 �21 –23 �29 �31 0.1 0.0 0.0
Murchison CM2 201 �38 �29 �230 �381 �26 7 2 4 1 �14 �7 �14 �29 0.2 0.0 0.1
Murchison CM2 402 �7 20 �210 �1902 �15 3 �1 1 �13 �18 �16 �45 �52 0.1 0.1 0.1
CM avg �29 12 –232 �870 �18 3 1 2 ± 3 �12 �18 �15 ± 4 �29 �37 0.1 0.0 0.1 ± 0.1

Chainpur LL3.4 396 �53 5 279 348 �16 6 �1 2 �2 �4 �3 19 28 0.0 �0.1 �0.1
Roosevelt H3.4 398 �16 �16 �174 �76 �31 3 3 3 �31 �25 �28 28 19 0.2 �0.3 0.0
Roosevelt H3.4 400 �6 1 �159 �92 �24 6 3 5 �30 �21 �25 �30 �41 �0.4 �0.4 �0.4
Ordinary C. avg �25 �3 �18 60 �24 5 2 3 ± 3 �21 �16 �19 ± 6 6 2 �0.1 �0.3 �0.2 ± 0.2

MAC88136 EL3 209 20 22 �245 �62 �3 3 4 4 �12 �14 �13 5 �9 0.2 0.1 0.2

NWA 753 R3.9 199 82 10 �134 280 �17 �5 �10 �7 0 �11 �6 39 72 �2.0 �2.0 �2.0

The reported uncertainties for single measurements (first row) represent the 2SD intermediate precision (or external reproducibility) obtained from repeated analyses of LP1 (Table 2). Uncertainties on pooled measurements are
reported when at least four measurement are available and are expressed as the two-sided Student’s-t 95% confidence intervals. Since 118Sn, 119Sn and d120Sn/116Sn were measured in two cup configurations (L and H config.), both
values are reported along with their average.
In the ‘‘CV selected” three measurements of CV that yielded anomalously high 117Sn (see text for explanation) are excluded. The values of 118Sn and 119Sn are averages from measurements of two cup configurations for light (L
config) and heavy (H config) masses.
‘‘r” indicates a replicate measurement of the previous sample obtained from the same sample solution. d116Sn/120Sn expresses the per mill variations relative to the bracketing SRM3161a. Meteorite samples were provided by Addi
Bischoff – University of Münster (CV3 NWA 3118, R NWA 753, CO3 Dar al Gani 067, CV3 Acfer 082), Erik Strub – University of Cologne (LL3.4 Chainpur, H3.4 Roosevelt, CO3.8 Isna), MWG NASA (EL3 MAC 88136, CK ALH 85002),
Smithsonian Institute (CM2 Murchison, CV3 Allende), Russian Academy of Science (CO3 Kainzas).

* From an analytical session that yielded anomalous 115Sn data. These samples were processed using modified separation schemes (i.e. with an additional cation exchange step along with a modified anion exchange separation
with Sn eluted in 1 M HNO3 + 1 M HF). Due to the impossibility of evaluating the reasons for the anomalous data, 115Sn measurements are not reported.
** From an analytical session that yielded negative (<10�7) 113In/120Sn after correction for 113Cd, hence l 115Sn data corrected for 115In are not reported.
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Fig. 3. Tin average isotope patterns measured in terrestrial rocks. For n (number of replicates) � 4, error bars (colored and dark grey) are reported as two-sided Student’s-t
95% confidence intervals. of the average of multiple measurements. For n � 4, uncertainties (light grey error bars) are calculated from the 2SD obtained from replicate
measurements of LP1 (i.e., the samples with the largest number of replicates, see Table 2) divided by

ffiffiffi
n

p
. Light grey error bars are also shown for n � 4 when they are larger

than those estimated from two-sided Student’s-t 95% confidence intervals. In such a case, they are displayed as light grey extension of the other error bars. Each isotope
variation, expressed in the l-notation, is normalized to 120Sn. All data are corrected for instrumental mass bias, using the exponential law and normalized to
116Sn/120Sn = 0.4460.
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(0.005–0.085 lg/g), resulting in In/Sn ratios that range between
0.01 and 0.19 (Supplementary Table S2).

4. Discussion

Replicate analyses of terrestrial and chondrite samples display
variations that are characteristic for each type of sample (Fig. 3,
Fig. 4). As a general feature, the offsets in l117Sn and l119Sn are
similar, while variations in l122Sn are often about half of what is
observed for l124Sn. Neutron capture effects, mass-dependent/
independent isotope fractionation, and nucleosynthetic isotope
anomalies can influence the relative abundance of Sn isotopes.
Their effect and origin is discussed below. The first part of the dis-
cussion on stable isotope fractionation and nucleosynthetic isotope
anomalies deals with l115Sn only marginally, because: (1) The
large variations and associated measurement uncertainty make
115Sn less sensitive to the processes discussed for other Sn iso-
topes; (2) 115Sn is the only radiogenic Sn isotope owing to the
decay of 115In. Hence, 115Sn will be treated separately afterwards.

4.1. Neutron capture effects

In theory, neutron capture could affect the relative abundance
of Sn isotopes in meteorites due to the capture of secondary neu-
trons after exposure to cosmic rays. Among Sn isotopes, 115Sn
has the largest thermal neutron capture cross section (43 barn) fol-
lowed by 119Sn (2.2 barn) and 117Sn (1.1 barn) (Mughabghab,
2018). The observed negative shifts of l1xxSn values in meteorites
roughly correlate with neutron capture cross sections. However,
the absolute values of Sn neutron capture cross sections are small
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compared to isotopes of other elements with resolvable neutron
capture effects (e.g., Leya and Masarik, 2013). For example, 113Cd
has a neutron capture cross section of �20000 barn while the max-
imum shift observed in chondrites is <70 ppm for 113Cd (Toth et al.,
2020). Lunar rocks and chondrites (especially ordinary chondrites)
display very similar responses to thermal and epithermal neutrons
(Leya and Masarik, 2013). No neutron capture effects were
detected for Sn in lunar rocks (Wang et al., 2019) although neutron
capture effects are generally much larger in lunar samples than in
chondrites (Lingenfelter et al., 1972; Hidaka et al., 2000b, 2000a;
Sprung et al., 2013; Toth et al., 2020). Because of the above argu-
ments, detectable neutron capture effects in chondrites are not
expected for Sn isotopes.

4.2. Quantification of mass-dependent/independent processes and
nucleosynthetic isotope variations

4.2.1. Nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies
Tin isotopes are synthesized in different stellar environments.

As such, it is possible to calculate the expected patterns for nucle-
osynthetic isotope anomalies. As an example, Fig. 6A shows theo-
retical patterns for excesses and deficits in p-, s-, and r- process
isotopes. Different estimates for the relative contribution of
p-, s-, r- processes (e.g., Travaglio et al., 2004; Bisterzo et al.,
2011, 2014) can result in variations in predicted nucleosynthetic
patterns (e.g., Elfers et al., 2018). We prefer to use the estimates
of the ‘‘main s-contribution” (Bisterzo et al., 2011), instead of that
from galactic chemical evolution (e.g., Travaglio et al., 2004;
Bisterzo et al., 2014) because for mid-mass range elements like
Sn the later model seems to underestimate the s-process



Fig. 4. Tin average isotope patterns measured in extraterrestrial materials. The pattern of ‘‘CV selected” is obtained excluding three measurements of CV that yielded
anomalously high 117Sn (see text for explanation). The colored error bars are reported when n � 4 (CV, CO and l118Sn and l119Sn of CM and ordinary chondrites) and
represent the two-sided Student’s-t 95% confidence intervals of the average of multiple measurements. Grey error bars are obtained from the 2SD of repeated measurements
of sample LP1 and divided by
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. Grey error bars are used for n � 4 but they are also shown for n � 4 when they are larger than the two-sided Student’s-t 95% confidence

intervals and are displayed as an extension of the colored error bars.
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production of about 25% (Bisterzo et al., 2014). This is especially
important for the so called ‘‘s-only isotopes” such as 116Sn, which
cannot be produced during r-process due to the shielding effect
of 116Cd. In particular, the model of Bisterzo et al. (2014) predicts
only a 68% s-process contribution on 116Sn, while the ‘‘main-s con-
tribution” of Bisterzo et al. (2011) yielded 96% of the solar 116Sn.
Following the latter model, the remaining 4% can be ascribed to a
minor p-process source due to double b+ decay from 116Te, which
forms in the reaction 112Sn(a, c)116Te (Özkan et al., 2007;
Netterdon et al., 2015). For Sn isotopes heavier than 116Sn, an
r-contribution is possible and it can be calculated by subtracting
the s-process contribution of Bisterzo et al. (2011). Similarly, the
p-process contributions on 112Sn, 114Sn, and 115Sn (Travaglio
et al., 2011) are obtained as difference between the measured solar
system abundance and that predicted by s-process. Regarding
115Sn, it is debated if this nuclide forms during the p- or
s-process (Dillmann et al., 2008; Hayakawa et al., 2009).

4.2.2. Mass-dependent isotope fraction (MDF) processes
The l-values reported in Table 2, Table 3, and Supplementary

Table S1 are obtained after normalization to 116Sn/120Sn = 0.4460
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(Devillers et al., 1983) using the exponential law of Russell et al.
(1978). Although not perfect, this approach is efficient in correcting
the instrumental mass bias of the MC-ICP-MS (e.g., Vance and
Thirlwall, 2002; Wombacher and Rehkämper, 2003), especially if
deviations in the isotope compositions of samples are expressed
relative to (bracketing) standards. However, the exponential law
correction introduces biases if the samples are affected by MDF rel-
ative to the standard in a way that does not follow the exponential
law. The exponential law is identical to the kinetic law of Young
et al. (2002) and should therefore efficiently correct kinetic MDF.
Equilibrium isotope partitioning follows a mass fractionation law
that differs from the exponential law (Matsuhisa et al., 1978;
Young et al., 2002). Thus, systematic deviations may occur if sam-
ples were affected by equilibrium MDF in nature or in the labora-
tory (or during the preparation of NIST SRM 3161a). In order to
evaluate the effect of Sn MDF we use the generalized power law
of Maréchal et al. (1999), which contains the different MDF laws
(Eq. (3)):

r1xx=120
R1xx=120

¼ r116=120
R116=120

� �hgpl

hgpl ¼ mq
120 �mq

1xx

mq
120 �mq

116

Generalized
Power law

ð3Þ



Fig. 5. Data for 115Sn and evaluation of interference corrections. (A) l115Sn for terrestrial samples corrected (open symbols) and uncorrected (filled symbols) for 115In isobaric
interference as function of the 113In/120Sn ratio, which was corrected for 113Cd interference on m/z 113. The dotted line represents the hypothetical trend of a sample with In-
uncorrected l115Sn = 0 and affected by 115In interference according to 113In/120Sn. The horizontal trend of In-uncorrected 115Sn data (filled symbols) attests that the 115In
contribution is insignificant, in contrast with what estimated from 113In/120Sn. (B) Comparison between 115Sn data corrected and uncorrected for 115In isobaric interference
for terrestrial samples, showing that In-corrected 115Sn data result in larger scatter. (C) Comparison between 115Sn data corrected and uncorrected for 115In isobaric
interference for terrestrial and carbonaceous (CV, CK, CO, CM), ordinary (OC), enstatite (E) and Rumuruti (R) chondrite samples. (D) 115Sn data uncorrected for 115In isobaric
interference, showing that terrestrial samples yielded near zero l 115Sn while chondrites tend towards negative values. The brown circles represent the NIST SRM 3161a
solution that was processed through the chemical separation protocol.

Fig. 6. Predicted Sn isotope patterns. (A) Nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies obtained by adding or removing 0.01% of s-, p-, r- process. The s-process fraction is from Bisterzo
et al. (2011), while the remaining contribution is assumed to derive from p-process (112Sn, 114Sn, 115Sn, 116Sn) or r-process (117Sn, 118Sn, 119Sn, 120Sn, 122Sn, 124Sn), see text for
details. (B) Mass-dependent isotope fractionation with d120/116SnSRM 3161a = +1 (grey), and +0.5 (brown–pink) for different q values (�1, �0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) for the generalized
power law. (C) Stable isotope fractionation in the form of mass-dependent and mass-independent isotope fractionation. In blue, nuclear volume effect, in yellow magnetic
isotope effect. Note that the magnetic isotope effect on 115Sn is unknown. Nuclear charge radii are taken from Angeli and Marinova (2013). The extent of the two mass-
independent isotope effects is arbitrary. In shades of grey, effects of mass-dependent isotope fractionation for different q with d116/120SnSRM 3161a = 1.
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In the equation above, m refers to the mass of the isotopes, and
q defines the MDF law (see below). Interference-only corrected iso-
tope ratios are defined as r, R expresses isotope ratios corrected for
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mass fractionation with the exception of R116/120, which is used for
normalization and assumed to be 0.4460 (Devillers et al., 1983).
The generalized power law is equivalent to the equilibrium law
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for q = �1, the exponential law for q ? 0 and the power law for
q = 1 (Maréchal et al., 1999; Wombacher and Rehkämper, 2003).
In the case of the exponential law, Eq. (3) becomes:

r1xx=120
R1xx=120

¼ r116=120
R116=120

� �hexp

hexp ¼ lnðm120=m1xxÞ
lnðm120=m116Þ Exponential law ð4Þ

As stated above the exponential law does not perfectly describe
the instrumental mass discrimination (Vance and Thirlwall, 2002;
Wombacher and Rehkämper, 2003). In addition, another potential
source of inaccuracy is represented by the assumed 116Sn/120Sn ref-
erence value. These two issues can influence the mass bias correc-
tion and the resulting R1xx/120. However, l1xxSn are little affected
by these approximations because similar biases are expected for
both samples and bracketing standards.

Fig. 6B (and Fig. 6C) shows the expected l1xxSn for samples that
display MDF relative to the NIST SRM 3161a. The curves are
obtained for variable q (i.e., different MDF laws) and d116/120SnSRM
3161a, which expresses the extent of the stable isotope fractionation.
They were calculated as follows: first, the initial isotope composi-
tion, which is assumed to be identical to that of NIST SRM 3161a
(i.e., d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 0 and l1xxSn = 0 per definition) was biased
to mimic an arbitrary mass-dependent isotope fractionation (i.e.,
d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 0.5 or 1) using the generalized power law with
variable q-values. Second, the obtained isotope composition was
re-normalized to d116/120SnSRM 3161a = 0 using the exponential law
to mimic the instrumental mass fractionation correction. The cal-
culated l1xxSn patterns (Fig. 6B) have parabolic shapes, with larger
deviations for the lightest and heaviest isotopes. As shown in
Fig. 6B, the same deviations are obtained at constant q � d120/116-
SnSRM 3161a. For MDF in the per mil range, l values can shift up to
tens of ppm. For instance, in the case of equilibrium isotope frac-
tionation (q = �1), a d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 1 shifts results in offsets
of �36 and –32 ppm for l112Sn and l124Sn, respectively. Therefore,
MDF can significantly affect high precision measurements of Sn
isotopes, provided that per mil level isotope fractionation occurred
with non-exponential law mass-fractionation behavior. Without
further evaluation, we like to note, that reduced and molecular,
rather than atomic, masses may apply for some kinetic isotope
fractionation processes (Young et al., 2002), which can also lead
to apparent isotope anomalies. Mass-dependent variations larger
than 1‰ (for 120Sn/116Sn) have been reported for chondrites and
mantle derived rocks (e.g., Wang et al., 2018; Creech and
Moynier, 2019; Wang et al., 2021b), emphasizing that the effect
of stable isotope fractionation cannot be neglected when looking
on nucleosynthetic anomalies at the ppm level. The parabolic
curves constructed in Fig. 6B and C, based on the generalized
power law, provide a basis for recognizing these effects.
4.2.3. Mass-independent isotope fractionation (MIF): nuclear volume
and magnetic isotope effects

The correlated odd isotope offsets for l117Sn and l119Sn point
to MIF processes. Two physical processes are candidates for the
fractionation of odd isotopes from even ones: the nuclear volume
effect and the magnetic isotope effect (see e.g., Dauphas and
Schauble, 2016 for a review). Owing to its isotope configuration,
Sn allows to discriminate analytically between the two MIF pro-
cesses. To do so, it is necessary to quantitatively model the patterns
predicted by the two MIF processes. This can be easily accom-
plished for the magnetic isotope effect as it affects only the odd
isotopes to a similar extent (Malinovskiy et al., 2009). Thus, it
results only in comparable variations for l117Sn and l119Sn
(Fig. 6C). The nuclear volume effect can be modelled using the
mean-squared radii d < r2 > of each nuclide and normalizing to
116Sn/120Sn (c.f. Fujii et al., 2006). The so calculated nuclear volume
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effect predicts l 117Sn � l 119Sn � l 122Sn � 0.5 � l 124Sn (Fig. 6C).
As shown in Fig. 6A and C, an s-process excess results in an isotope
pattern that is very similar to that of a nuclear volume effect, with
the exception of the two lightest isotopes, 112Sn and 114Sn. These
two p-process isotopes show the largest depletion following an
s-process variation, whereas they are less affected by nuclear vol-
ume effects in comparison to other isotopes.

4.3. Natural vs laboratory origin of mass-dependent and mass-
independent isotope fractionation

Isotope variations triggered by MDF or MIF can occur in the lab-
oratory, during the chemical preparation or mass spectrometry.
Mass-dependent isotope fractionation related to the preparation
of the samples in the laboratory, is likely more pronounced
at lower recovery of the analyte. In Supplementary Fig. S5,
d120/116SnSRM 3161a are plotted against the procedural yield. Even if
the scatter is large, for same of the measurements it is possible
to hypothesize a shift towards light d120/116SnSRM 3161a at low
(<70%) procedural yield. This suggests that heavy Sn isotopes
might be preferentially lost during sample treatment. However,
mass bias corrected data do not show significant variations with
the procedural yield (as shown for l124Sn in Supplementary
Fig. S5) suggesting that, if MDF is induced in the laboratory, this
is efficiently corrected with the exponential law. Considering also
that only three chondrites had procedural yields <70% (between
65 and 70%), it seems unlikely that l1xxSn data are significantly
affected by MDF induced during sample treatment.

Chemically induced MIF for Sn was observed in photochemical
reactions (Malinovskiy et al., 2009) and liquid–liquid extraction
experiments with a crown ether (Moynier et al., 2009b). It is there-
fore plausible that similar isotope fractionation effects occurred
during the sample treatment in the laboratory prior to MC-ICP-
MS measurements. However, this hypothesis is in contrast with
several observations: (i) MIF effects are not clearly resolvable for
NIST SRM 3161a processed through ion exchange columns, (ii)
the observed variations depend on sample type and they are repro-
ducible for repeated digestions, (iii) laboratory induced mass-
independent fractionation is expected to be larger for lower recov-
ery of the analyte, but there is no correlation between procedural
yields and MIF (Supplementary Fig. S5).

Mass-independent isotope fractionation, mostly in the form of
magnetic isotope effects, can also be produced during MC-ICP-MS
analyses (e.g., Shirai and Humayun, 2011; Yang et al., 2018 for a
review). Some observations based on previous studies might sug-
gest that similar processes can also occur for Sn. Wang et al.
(2017) used a set up that is similar to ours, operating a Thermo Sci-
entific Neptune with an Aridus II. The authors did not report 119Sn
data due to analytical issues, which were interpreted as conse-
quences of unknown polyatomic interferences. Mass-independent
effects could represent an alternative source for erratic 119Sn. In
this case, a similar effect would be expected for 117Sn. The authors
did not describe problems with 117Sn but this isotope was added
with their double spike, making it difficult to distinguish small
variations. Friebel et al. (2020) observed drifts in 117Sn/120Sn and
119Sn/120Sn during analytical sessions with a Nu Plasma II MC-
ICP-MS combined to a DSN 100 desolvator. The authors proposed
variable MIF as an explanation. Therefore, in principle, non-zero
l values in MC-ICP-MS Sn measurements could also reflect varia-
tions of plasma conditions between samples and the NIST SRM
3161a bracketing solution.

The presence of matrix elements imperfectly separated from
the analyte could trigger MIF or MDF variations between NIST
SRM 3161a bracketing solution and sample measurements. The
possible occurrence of matrix effects could originate from an
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incomplete purification of Sn from other elements. To investigate
this hypothesis, the purified Sn solutions were analyzed with a
Thermo Scientific iCAP ICP-MS in search of possible impurities,
using a set up similar to that adopted for testing Sn recovery
(See Supplementary material). These analyses did not detect signif-
icant contamination of a specific element (analyzed elements
were: Be, Na, Mg, Al, K, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga,
Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, Cd, In, Cs, Ba, La, Nd, Ho, Hf, Ta, W, Ir, Tl,
Pb, Bi, Th, U). Moreover, if impurities are responsible for MDF or
MIF during MC-ICP-MS, one may expect variations as a function
of the amount of digested sample. This is because if the columns
resulted in imperfect separation of one element, this effect is
expected to change at variable sample load (and slightly variable
chemical procedure). As shown in Supplementary Fig. S5, there is
no correlation between l119Sn or l124Sn and the amount of pro-
cessed powder. In addition, also organic matter stripped from the
resin can trigger MIF (e.g., Pietruszka and Reznik, 2008 for Mo).
However, this possibility appears unlikely in our case because
‘‘doped blank” tests (i.e. the Sn NIST SRM 3161a standard mixed
with a solution that had been collected after the Sn separation pro-
cedure) show no significant shifts in l1xxSn values (Supplementary
Table S1 and Fig. S4). Most importantly, since chondrites have a
rather similar chemical composition, it is difficult to explain char-
acteristic isotope fractionation patterns of different chondrite
groups with a laboratory origin. Therefore, a geo-cosmochemical
origin seems the most viable explanation for the observed varia-
tions in l117Sn, l119Sn, l122Sn, and l124Sn. Certainly, further high
precision studies are required to address this issue.
Fig. 7. Comparison between measured and modelled isotope patterns. (A) Average pa
fractionation processes: In brown (dashed line) mass-dependent isotope fractionation mo
nuclear volume effect; yellow arrows indicate a contribution from the magnetic isotope
pattern of NWA 753 R3.9. In dashed brown, the calculated effect of mass-dependent equ
3161a = �2.0‰), which corresponds to the offset in 120Sn/116Sn between the bracketing
pattern of Murchison CM2 (in black).. The red line reproduces the calculated pattern for
volume effect. In yellow, the combination of a magnetic isotope effect with a mass-depen
as in Figs. 3 and 4: colored (LP1) and dark grey (CM2 Murchison) error bars represent the
from repeated measurements of sample LP1 as 2SD=
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4.4. Isotope fractionation in terrestrial samples and chondrites

4.4.1. Terrestrial samples
The correct identification of MDF and MIF effects relies on the

basic assumption that the NIST SRM3161a is sufficiently represen-
tative of the unfractionated starting material. This assumption
seems reasonable as the estimated BSE composition (d120/116SnSRM
3161a = –0.04 ± 0.06) is close to that of NIST SRM3161a (Wang
et al., 2018). The three terrestrial basalts (LP1, BG49, BHVO-2)
show similar patterns, characterized by average negative l values
for 117Sn, 119Sn, 122Sn, 124Sn (Fig. 3). The similarly negative l117Sn
and l119Sn of LP1 and BG49 clearly indicate the occurrence of MIF
effects. The pattern for even Sn isotopes is qualitatively consistent
with heavy isotope enrichment in melts due to the more incompat-
ible behavior of Sn4+ during partial mantle melting (Wang et al.,
2018). This is caused by both mass-dependent equilibrium isotope
partitioning and nuclear volume effects. A nuclear volume effect
could be also responsible for the shift in the odd isotopes l117Sn
and l119Sn. However, relative to l122Sn and l124Sn, the offset in
l117Sn and l119Sn is too large for a nuclear volume effect alone.
Therefore, the shift in l117Sn and l119Sn rather suggests the pres-
ence of a magnetic isotope effect. The negative l122Sn and l124Sn is
either explained by additional nuclear volume effects or equilib-
riumMDF. The second possibility can be tested modeling MDF pro-
cesses as described above. Using the generalized power law and
the lowest reasonable value q = �1 (equilibrium isotope fractiona-
tion), sufficient shifts in l122Sn and l124Sn are obtained only for
d120/116SnSRM 3161a � +0.5‰ (Fig. 7). Our measured d120/116SnSRM
ttern of sample LP1 (in light blue) in comparison to different theoretical isotope
delled following the GPL and using d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 0.5‰ and q =�1; in dark blue
effect, which influences only the odd isotopes. (B) In purple the measured isotopic
ilibrium isotope fractionation (generalized power law with q = �1 and d120/116SnSRM
solution and the sample during the analytical session (Table 3). (C and D) Average
an s-process excess of 0.009%. In blue, the theoretical pattern expected for a nuclear
dent isotope fractionation assuming d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 1.5‰ and q = �1. Error bars
two-sided Student’s-t 95% confidence intervals; light grey error bars are estimated
urements.
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3161a in terrestrial basalts varies between –1.1 ± 0.6‰ and +0.6 ± 0.
6‰, with an average of 0.2‰, generally lower than what is
expected for this scenario. Moreover, d120/116SnSRM 3161a � +0.5‰
is significantly higher than what is observed in the literature.
Basalts of Wang et al. (2018) show d120/116SnSRM 3161a � +0.14 (as
recalculated from their d124/116SnSRM 3161a notation) and stronger
isotope fractionation would require an unrealistic pyroxenite-rich
source (Wang et al., 2018). Values of q > �1, require even higher
d120/160SnSRM 3161a to fit the measured l122Sn and l124Sn. Additional
evidence against significant MDF fractionation in LP1 and BG49 is
represented by their l112Sn and l114Sn because they do not show a
significant shift towards negative values (Fig. 2 and Fig. 7). In con-
trast, the modeled nuclear volume effect fits the data, including
112Sn and 114Sn (Fig. 7). Although only few measurements are
available for BHVO-2, it shows negative l124Sn and possibly
l112Sn and l114Sn (although not statistically resolvable), which
could indicate MDF. Wang et al. (2017) reported d120/116SnSRM
3161a = �0.13‰ for BHVO-2, which could only reproduce our data
with an unrealistically low value of q = �5. Friebel et al. (2020) also
measured BHVO-2, with uncertainties similar to ours but reported
no evidence for significant differences from the bracketing NIST
SRM 3161a. Therefore, the overall Sn isotope signature of BHVO-
2 remains ambiguous, but it should be stressed that only three
replicates were determined for BHVO-2 and the average l offsets
are only slightly larger than the analytical uncertainty. In conclu-
sion, the patterns of basaltic samples suggest the presence of
ppm-level mass-independent processes as a combination of mag-
netic isotope and nuclear volume effects. Mass-dependent pro-
cesses are also likely (Wang et al., 2017, 2018; Badullovich et al.,
2017) but cannot be clearly identified with our dataset.

4.4.2. Ordinary chondrites
Ordinary chondrites display the largest anomalies in l117Sn and

l119Sn (although l119Sn of Chainpur overlaps with zero), but dis-
play no significant deviations from the NIST SRM 3161a bracketing
solution in l122Sn and l124Sn (Fig. 4). Therefore, their pattern sug-
gests the presence of MIF due to the magnetic isotope effect.

4.4.3. CV, CO, CK chondrites
Carbonaceous chondrites show variable l117Sn and l119Sn

(Fig. 4). Three CV (two digestions of Allende and one of NWA
3118) resulted in very high l117Sn (up to 85 ± 16) (Tab 3, Fig. 4).
Other aliquots of Allende and the Acfer 082 CV3 chondrite do not
show such high l117Sn. These excesses in l117Sn cannot be
explained by nucleosynthetic, or stable isotope fractionation pro-
cesses. An analytical artefact seems also unlikely because there is
no record of similar values in terrestrial samples or in other mete-
orite groups. Thus, the origin of the three high l117Sn values
remains unclear. When the three anomalous l117Sn values are
not considered, CV chondrites show no significant anomalies due
to MDF or MIF. The average CO chondrite pattern (three samples)
lacks clear evidence of anomalies, similar to CV chondrites. How-
ever, CO chondrites show a tendency towards negative l117Sn
and l119Sn (Fig. 4). Although differences are not statistically
resolvable, the complementary odd isotope pattern between CO
and CV chondrites hints towards a small fractionation in the oppo-
site direction due to the magnetic isotope effect. The only mea-
sured CK chondrite does not show a pattern with clear sign of
isotope fractionation.

4.4.4. CM chondrite
Murchison, the only processed CM chondrite, displays a

strongly fractionated isotope pattern (Fig. 4). The relative devia-
tions in l117Sn, l119Sn, l122Sn, and l124Sn are roughly consistent
with either an s-process excess (0.009%) or MIF (Fig. 7). However,
the nucleosynthetic model predicts negative l112Sn and l114Sn
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(<�60 ppm), which is not observed in the data. The mismatch
could be solved by adding a small p-process component. This sce-
nario is also equivalent to a deficit in r- and p-process components,
with the latter one being less depleted. Hence, an ‘‘ad hoc” propor-
tion of p-, s-, and r- processes can explain the pattern of Murchison.
Alternatively, different combinations of MIF (and MDF) can also
reproduce the pattern of Murchison. The relative shifts in
l-values are consistent with a pure nuclear volume effect (Fig. 7)
or with magnetic isotope effects in combination with an additional
MDF. Nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies, MDF, and MIF (both
nuclear volume and magnetic isotope effects) can be distinguished
based on 118Sn. Mass-dependent and independent isotope fraction-
ation predicts a small positive shift, whereas an s-process excess
requires a negative l118Sn shift. The difference between the two
models is only about 15 l118Sn (Fig. 7) but likely resolvable. The
six replicate measurements of l118Sn of Murchison (based on three
different digestions measured in both H and L configurations)
yielded 2 ± 3. The three ppm uncertainty is very small and likely
biased by the small number of replicates as attested by the theoret-
ical uncertanty expected for six measurements as calculated from
the multiple measurements of LP1. As such the intermediate preci-
sion on six replicates, based on replicates of LP1, is 11=
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p
¼ 4

(Fig. 7). Taking an uncertanty of four ppm, the average l118Sn value
of +2 is consistent with the predicted MIF model (+6), but outside
the expected value for a nucleosynthetic anomaly (�9). In addition,
the relative proportions between l117Sn and l119Sn is best repro-
duced by MIF (Fig. 7). Hence, we can reasonably conclude that
the isotope signature of Murchison is better explained by MIF
instead of nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies. In theory, 112Sn
and 114Sn can be used to better constrain the MIF process (i.e.,
between a nuclear volume effect and a magnetic isotope effect
combined with residual MDF, Fig. 7). However, this is not possible
due to the large analytical uncertainties (Fig. 7). Nevertheless, to
reproduce the even isotope pattern of Murchison, a MDF variation
requires d120/116SnSRM 3161a = 1.5‰ for q = –1 (equilibrium isotope
fractionation) and even more positive d116/120SnSRM 3161a for higher
q. Since such a large negative shift is not observed in our dataset
(Table 3) and is also not reported in the literature (Creech and
Moynier, 2019; Wang et al., 2021b), we can conclude that the pat-
tern observed in Murchison corresponds to MIF, most likely in the
form of a nuclear volume effect.
4.4.5. Enstatite (MAC88136) and Rumuruti (NWA 753) chondrite
The single analysis for the only investigated enstatite chondrite

(EL3 – MAC88136), does not display resolvable shifts from the ref-
erence NIST SRM 3161a standard. The Rumuruti chondrite NWA
753 has a very fractionated pattern with strong positive l-values
in heavy and light isotopes. This pattern is consistent with MDF,
whereby the lack of odd/even isotope anomalies may suggest that
MIF was not significant. Therefore, the respective isotope fraction-
ation process probably did not involve oxidation/reduction as
nuclear volume effects would likely be expected. Relative to the
bracketing standard NIST SRM 3161a, the two measurements of
NWA 753 (L and H sequences), yielded d120/116SnSRM 3161a = �2.0 ±
0.6‰, which is the largest shift recorded among the measured
samples. The calculated curve for a MDF correction with d120/116-
SnSRM 3161a = �2.0‰ and q = �1 (equilibrium isotope fractionation)
agrees precisely with the pattern observed for NWA 753 (Fig. 7).
Thus, the measured isotope signature of NWA 753 is dominated
by equilibrium MDF and on the low end of the range reported for
chondrites (lowest offset in d122/118Sn of chondrites relative to
BSE is �1.6‰, Creech and Moynier 2019), although R chondrites
were not analyzed by Creech and Moynier (2019) and Wang
et al. (2021b). Due to the lack of additional constrain from the lit-
erature and because the peculiar pattern of NWA 753 was observed
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only in this sample, it is difficult to argue on its origin, which could
reflect geo/cosmochemical processes but also processes induced
during the sample treatment.

4.5. The significance of lacking Sn nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies

At the bulk meteorite scale, nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies
for mid-mass range elements occur as s-process deficits relative
to Earth (e.g., Dauphas et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2010; Qin et al.,
2011; Burkhardt et al., 2012a; Akram et al., 2015; Fischer-Gödde
et al., 2015; Ek et al., 2020). The largest variations are reported
for refractory elements with intermediate masses (e.g., Cr, Ti, Qin
and Carlson, 2016), suggesting that the occurrence of anomalies
depends on the atomic number and the volatility of the element.
During stellar nucleosynthesis, Sn nuclides are produced between
the light s-process peak around the magic neutron number 50
(e.g., 92Zr) and the heavy s-process peak at the magic neutron num-
ber 82 (e.g., 136Xe) (Bisterzo et al., 2010). The atomic region
50 < A < 82 includes refractory elements (i.e. Zr, Mo, Ru), moder-
ately volatile elements (Ag, Cd, Sn and Te), Pd as a slightly volatile
element, and the noble gas Xe. Refractory elements of this mass
region display the largest deficit in s-process nuclides at the bulk
meteorite scale, while heavier refractory elements show smaller
or no anomalies. The mass-dependence of s-process anomalies
for similarly refractory elements was explained involving a specific
s-process component, heterogeneously distributed in the solar sys-
tem. This component originated from a nucleosynthetic environ-
ment that produced mainly mid mass elements. The source of
this component was identified as AGB stars with high metallicities
(Ek et al., 2020; Lugaro et al., 2020). In such stellar environments,
the production of Sn nuclides is related to an intermediate s-
process peak (Bisterzo et al., 2010). As such, the lack of Sn nucle-
osynthetic anomalies cannot be explained by stellar production
scenarios. Instead, it must reflect later processes that discriminated
between refractory and volatile elements since all the investigated
moderately volatile elements (Se, Cd, Sn, Te) show a homogeneous
nucleosynthetic signature among different chondrite groups (Fehr
et al., 2006; Labidi et al., 2018; Toth et al., 2020). Acid leachates and
residues of chondrites reveal even more pronounced nucleosyn-
thetic isotope anomalies for the refractory elements Zr and Mo
(e.g. Schönbächler et al., 2005; Burkhardt et al., 2012b; Elfers
et al., 2020). In contrast, the nucleosynthetic signature of the mod-
erately volatile elements Cd and Te are (almost) homogeneous
within chondrites (Fukami and Yokoyama, 2017; Toth et al.,
2020). This strongly suggests that no or negligible amounts of
moderately volatile elements characterized by nucleosynthetic iso-
tope anomalies are locked up in presolar phases. The absence of
isotope anomalies is therefore clearly linked to elemental volatili-
ties (Fehr et al., 2006; Wombacher et al., 2008; Fukami and
Yokoyama, 2017). Potentially, volatile elements could have been
lost from the presolar phases upon heating in the solar nebula
(Fukami and Yokoyama, 2017) or on parent bodies. However,
selective volatile element loss from presolar phases is unlikely
because (1) volatile element loss from presolar grains may homog-
enize volatile elements locally, but it is unlikely that it erased solar
system wide heterogeneities, and (2) the abundance of moderately
volatile elements with 50% Tc between 800 and 500 K (e.g., Cd, Sn
and Te) correlates with the abundance of carbonaceous chondrite
matrices and nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies (Braukmüller
et al., 2018; Alexander, 2019; Hellmann et al., 2020). Although
these relationships may be more complex in detail, it appears
inconceivable that moderately volatile elements were preferen-
tially lost from presolar grains hosted in the matrix without vola-
tile element loss from other chondrite phases.

If moderately volatile elements were not selectively lost from
presolar phases within the protoplanetary disk or parent bodies,
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they probably never condensed into acid resistant presolar grains
(Fehr et al., 2006; Ek et al., 2020). This scenario is in line with
observations and calculations from REE in presolar SiC (Lodders
and Fegley, 1997; Yin et al., 2006; Ireland et al., 2018). In this
regard, Ek et al. (2020) demonstrated that nucleosynthetic isotope
anomalies due to variable s-process deficits in iron meteorites rel-
ative to Earth are smaller for Pd, a slightly volatile element (50%
Tc = 1324 K; Lodders 2003) than for the refractory elements Mo
and Ru. As a consequence, s-process nuclides of Pd in presolar
phases are 3–4 times less abundant than expected for a nucleosyn-
thetic contribution estimated from refractory elements Mo, Ru and
Zr. As the s-process yields in the Zr-Mo-Ru-Pd-Cd mass region are
not substantially affected by the mass and metallicity of the paren-
tal AGB stars or variations in the 22Ne neutron source, Ek et al.
(2020) suggested that Pd, unlike Zr, Ru and Mo, condensed only
partially into the presolar phases that formed next to AGB stars.
The remaining Pd stayed in the ISM gas phase or condensed into
less resistant volatile element rich dust that did not survive within
the ISM (Tielens, 2005; Ek et al., 2020). Either way, as moderately
volatile element nuclides from AGB sources are not locked up in
resistant refractory presolar phases, their isotope compositions
become homogenized within the ISM gas phase. Hence, pro-
nounced nucleosynthetic anomalies must be absent for Sn and
other moderately volatile elements (Ek et al., 2020; Toth et al.,
2020).

The observation, that noble gases like Xe and Kr display nucle-
osynthetic isotope anomalies in presolar SiC and graphite (Lewis
et al., 1990, 1994; Ott, 1993; Amari et al., 1995) appears at odds
with the observation that volatile elements are absent in presolar
grains. However, noble gases do not condense into presolar phases
but enter them by ion implantation (Verchovsky et al., 2003). Ion
implantation is also expected for reactive elements (Verchovsky
et al., 2004) including moderately volatile elements. The lack of
Sn nucleosynthetic anomalies implies that the effect of ion implan-
tation for these elements is too low to be detected. Most likely this
is due to the fact that Sn is much less depleted than Xe in bulk
meteorites (e.g., Ott, 2014).

4.6. The 115In-115Sn decay system

Friebel et al. (2020) suggests that the NIST SRM 3161a standard
solution contains In impurities, which can affect 115Sn measure-
ments. This was proposed on the basis of two analyses of NIST
SRM 3161a solution processed through the chemistry, which
resulted in lower 115Sn/120Sn relative to similar unprocessed solu-
tions. This is consistent with the two tests that were performed in a
similar matter (Supplementary Table S1), which also resulted in
negative l115Sn (between �57 and �93 ± 101). However, it is
not possible to quantify the In mass fraction in the NIST SRM
3161a standard solution due to the limited data and the analytical
scatter. The current lots of NIST SRM 3161a are made by NIST from
the SRM 741 Sn pure metal. After an inquiry, NIST made us aware
that such material was analyzed with NAA, resulting in �0.11 lg/g
of In. This mass fraction can be used to estimate the significance of
the 115In interference for NIST SRM 3161a. An In/Sn ratio of
1.1 � 10�7 (g/g) corresponds to a molar 115In/120Sn of 3.2 � 10�7

or 115In/115Sn of 3.1 � 10�5. Thus, assuming the same transmission
for In and Sn during MC-ICP-MS measurements, a shift of �31
l115Sn can be ascribed to In impurities. The contribution of the
In impurity to l115Sn will probably be somewhat larger due to
the lower first ionization potential of In (5.8 eV) relative to Sn
(7.3 eV), and possibly due to additional In impurities introduced
during the preparation of the NIST SRM 3161a from the SRM
741. Therefore, a shift in 115Sn/120Sn of a few tens of ppm can
explain the tendency towards negative l115Sn in chemically pro-
cessed NIST SRM 3161a, suggesting a systematic bias towards
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higher values, which affects terrestrial and extraterrestrial sample
data. However, such a shift is likely within uncertainty (i.e. ± 101
l). Moreover as the bias is systematic, it affects only the absolute
l115Sn values, but not the relative variations between samples.
Hence, it does not have any effect on the following discussion of
the data.

Despite the analytical difficulties for accurate 115Sn/120Sn mea-
surements, the data indicate resolvable variations between terres-
trial and chondritic samples. The terrestrial materials analyzed in
this study, which consist of three intraplate basalts (LP1, BG49,
BHVO-2) and one sedimentary rock (shale TW50), do not display
significant differences between each other, and they scatter
between �100 and +100 l115Sn. In contrast, most of the chondrites
plot between �300 and �100 l115Sn. As such, a systematic differ-
ence in 115Sn/120Sn of about 150–200 ppm is observed between the
terrestrial and chondritic samples (Fig. 5D). Since other Sn isotopes
do not show similar systematic offsets between chondrites and ter-
restrial materials (Figs. 3 and 4), the l115Sn variations cannot be
explained by nucleosynthetic anomalies or stable isotope fraction-
ation (mass-dependent or mass-independent). Instead, they must
reflect differences in the radioactive ingrowth of 115Sn due to the
b� decay of 115In, which has a half-life of 4.41 � 1014 a (Pfeiffer
et al., 1979). The 115In-115Sn decay system was already described
as a potential tool for dating sulfide mineralizations (Yi et al.,
1995) but 115Sn/120Sn variations were never observed before. Due
to the very long half-life, measurable differences in 115Sn/120Sn
are only expected between reservoirs with very different time-
integrated In/Sn.

In order to better constrain the In-Sn decay system, chondritic
l115Sn data can be plotted against their 115In/120Sn ratios (Supple-
mentary Table S2) in an isochron diagram. In such a diagram
(Fig. 8), most of the chondrite data show negative l115Sn and
low 115In/120Sn. The corresponding In/Sn ratios (0.01–0.06) are
similar to literature values for carbonaceous chondrites (e.g., the
In/Sn of CI is 0.05, Palme et al., 2014; Braukmüller et al., 2018).
Only the ordinary chondrite Chainpur shows a much higher In/Sn
of 0.19 (115In/120Sn = 0.57), which is also associated with high
l115Sn (+279). When compared to other chondrites, the signature
of this sample is consistent with the radioactive decay of 115In over
the age of the solar system (Fig. 8). As such, the spread observed in
chondrites (and dominated by Chainpur) is roughly consistent with
a 4.55 Ga isochron. It should be noted that some of the chondrites
Fig. 8. 115In-115Sn isochron diagram. The grey field represents the estimate of the
BSE composition inferred from 115Sn data of the measured basalts and In-Sn mass
fractions estimates from the literature (Jochum et al., 1993, Witt-Eickschen et al.,
2009, Wang et al., 2016). The dashed line is a reference 4.55 Ga isochron calculated
using a half-life of 4.41 � 1014 years (Pfeiffer et al., 1979). Most chondrite data plot
along the reference 4.55 Ga isochron. The uncertainty on single l115Sn measure-
ments is ±101 (the 2SD from multiple analyses of sample LP1; see Table 2 and 3).
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are not perfecty aligned on a reference 4.55 Ga isochron as ensta-
tite chondrite MAC88136 and CM2 Murchison fall slightly below
the isochron. Reasons for this are unclear but cannot be easily
explained by 115In interferences during measurements (it would
shift the data towards higher l115Sn) or MIF (variations are too
large and do not correlate with l117Sn or l119Sn). The high In/Sn
and l115Sn of Chainpur suggests that In-Sn fractionation occurred
during an early stage of the solar system, likely during thermal
metamorphism of the parent body (e.g., Wombacher et al., 2008),
excluding any recent events (e.g., terrestrial alteration). In particu-
lar, In-Sn redistribution in the parent body of ordinary chondrites
could reflect preferential evaporation/condensation due to the dif-
ferent volatility of the two elements. As such, the In-Sn decay sys-
tem can be used to better discriminate and date processes that
fractionated In and Sn long ago.

The offset in l115Sn between terrestrial samples and chondrites
allows us to constrain the In-Sn budget of the silicate Earth. As a
first approximation, the three measured young (<25 Myr) intra-
plate basalts can be considered as representative of the present-
day bulk silicate Earth (BSE) in terms of l115Sn. Therefore, the
BSE can be added on the In-Sn isochron diagram (Fig. 8) along with
its In/Sn ratio. There are different estimates of the In and Sn mass
fractionation of the BSE. For Sn, they vary between 91 (Witt-
Eickschen et al., 2009) and 140 ng/g (Jochum et al., 1993), and
for In between 12 (Wang et al., 2016) and 18 ng/g (Witt-
Eickschen et al., 2009), resulting in calculated In/SnBSE between
0.09 and 0.20. This range is plotted as 115In/120SnBSE in Fig. 8 along
with l115Sn = �10 (i.e. the average of all the measured terrestrial
basalts). Since the highest estimates for In/SnBSE do not fit on the
trend defined by the chondritic samples, our data favor a relative
low In/SnBSE of about 0.10, which is however, significantly higher
than the In/Sn of chondrites. This represents independent evidence
for a suprachondritic In/SnBSE. A suprachondritic In/SnBSE is in con-
trast to what is predicted by a monotonous depletion of volatile
elements with decreasing half-condensation temperature, but it
is consistent with previous estimates of the In and Sn contents of
the BSE and chondrites (Yi et al., 1995; Witt-Eickschen et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2016). The so called ‘‘In overabundance” issue
has been matter of debate (e.g., Yi et al., 1995; Witt-Eickschen
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016; Norris and Wood, 2017). Having
independently estimated the In/SnBSE from l115Sn data, it is possi-
ble to exclude that the relatively high In content is due to sampling
or analytical bias. Recently, Braukmüller et al. (2019) suggested a
different moderately volatile element depletion trend for Earth,
introducing a threshold at a half-mass condensation temperature
of 800 K, below which the relative elemental abundance do not
show a gradual decline but remains ‘‘flat” in chondritic proportion.
Such a hockey stick-like pattern was first observed in chondrites
(Takahashi et al., 1978; Braukmüller et al., 2018) and later consid-
ered for Earth (Braukmüller et al., 2019). According to this model,
the In mass fraction of the BSE is inherited from chondritic building
blocks. The lower relative BSE abundance of similarly volatile ele-
ments is due to their variable partitioning into the Earth’s core.
Thus, lithophile MVE such as Zn and In remained in the silicate
portion of the Earth, while more siderophile and chalcophile ele-
ments (e.g., Cd and Tl) partitioned partially into the core
(Braukmüller et al., 2019). By assuming an In/SnBSE of 0.10 and that
no In partitioned into the core, it is possible to calculate that about
50% of Sn segregated into the core. Experiments have shown that,
at the conditions of core formation, Sn is expected to strongly par-
tition into the metal phase, leaving behind a silicate portion extre-
mely depleted in Sn (Ballhaus et al., 2017). Therefore, if only about
50% of Sn is currently contained in the core, most of Sn must have
been added to the BSE during the last phases of accretion (e.g., late
veneer), when the core was not anymore in equilibrium with the
silicate portion of the Earth (Ballhaus et al., 2017).
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5. Conclusions

We have developed and tested a new chemical separation pro-
tocol for the determination of Sn isotope compositions. Results on
terrestrial rocks and chondrites reveal different stable isotope frac-
tionation processes. After instrumental mass bias correction, it was
possible to distinguish two types of mass-independent isotope
fractionation (MIF) processes. Our data show that both the mag-
netic isotope and nuclear volume effects play a role and should
be considered in Sn isotope studies. Since the effect of MIF pro-
cesses is mostly observed when comparing odd with even isotopes,
particular caution should be taken when mass-dependent isotope
fractionation (MDF) processes are inferred using a combination
of odd and even isotopes, at least for Sn isotopes. This is particu-
larly important for high-precision studies focused on Sn stable iso-
tope fractionation using a double spike technique as often a mix of
odd and even isotopes is used in the spike mixture.

It is not possible to fully exclude that the observed MIF effects
were induced during sample preparation and purification and
clearly more high precision data for chondrites and terrestrial
rocks and further analytical improvements are required. However,
the fact that different chondrite groups show unique and distinct
isotope fractionation patterns argues against a laboratory-
induced isotope fractionation and points towards a geo/cosmo-
chemical origin. The occurrence of MIF in meteorites was previ-
ously proposed (Fujii et al., 2006) but it is generally accepted
that isotope variations are dominated by nucleosynthetic anoma-
lies, making it difficult to discern the signature of MIF (Moynier
et al., 2013; Dauphas and Schauble, 2016). Due to the lack of nucle-
osynthetic anomalies, Sn and other MVE might represent promis-
ing elements to investigate unknown processes in the solar
system that were able to produce MIF, in the form of magnetic iso-
tope and nuclear volume effects.

Modelled mass-dependent and mass-independent isotope frac-
tionation processes can successfully reproduce the measured Sn
isotope patterns. Friebel et al. (2017) proposed nucleosynthetic
variations to explain the pattern of the CM2 Murchison. However,
we found that the Murchison data are better reproduced by a
nuclear volume effect. Our interpretation is also supported by the
isotope patterns of other chondrites, characterized by MIF and no
nucleosynthetic variations. The lack of nucleosynthetic variations
for Sn isotopes is consistent with observations from other volatile
elements such as Se, Cd, Te (Fehr et al., 2006; Labidi et al., 2018;
Toth et al., 2020), indicating that s-process variations in the solar
system are limited to refractory elements. Likely this is not due
to nucleosynthetic processes but to a different history of the carrier
phases, because volatile elements did not condense into pre-solar
grains after nucleosynthesis in AGB stars (Ek et al., 2020). These
observations contrast with nucleosynthetic isotope variations
revealed for the lower mass moderately volatile element Zn
(Martins et al., 2022; Savage et al., 2022; Steller et al., 2022). The
contrasting behaviour may be due to the different stellar sources
and/or carrier phases and their history.

We also report the first evidence of 115Sn variations due to the
radioactive decay of 115In. The different 115Sn signature of chon-
drites (and BSE) is consistent with In-Sn fractionation on ordinary
chondrite parent bodies in the early solar system. This emphasizes
the potential of the 115In-115Sn decay system in tracing planetary
processes as well as MVE fractionation in the early solar system.
The offset of 150–200 l115Sn between terrestrial samples and
chondrites is consistent with estimates of the In/Sn content of
the BSE and confirms the overabundance of In in the BSE when
compared to other moderately volatile elements (e.g., Wang
et al., 2016). The effect may be explained by carbonaceous
chondrite-like MVE depletion pattern of the Earth and partitioning
of about 50% of Sn in the Earth core (Braukmüller et al., 2019).
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

The supplementary material contains: (1) Description of tests
performed to check the Sn recovery after evaporation tests in dif-
ferent acid media. The results are shown in Fig. S1. (2) Further con-
siderations on the use of the TBP resin for Sn separation along with
different elution curves obtained from different experiments
(Fig. S2). (3) Fig. S3 showing the Sn isotope ratio obtained after
adding interfering elements; Fig. S4 reporting the Sn isotope pat-
tern of NIST SRM 3161a passed through columns exchange chem-
istry and added to procedural blanks; Fig. S5 where Sn isotope
ratios are reported as function of the estimated procedural yield
and amount of processed material. (4) The full dataset with Sn iso-
tope measurements (Table S1) and Sn-In mass fractions (Table S2).
Supplementary material to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2023.01.014.
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